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Abstract  The developments of the high speed analog to digital converters (ADC) and 
advanced digital signal processors (DSP) make the smart antenna with digital beamforming (DBF) 
a reality. In conventional M-elements array antenna system, each element has its own receiving 
channel and ADCs. In this paper, a novel smart antenna receiver with digital beamforming is 
proposed. The essential idea is to realize the digital beamforming receiver based on bandpass 
sampling of multiple distinct intermediate frequency (IF) signals. The proposed system reduces 
receiver hardware from M IF channels and 2M ADCs to one IF channel and one ADC using a 
heterodyne radio frequency (RF) circuitry and a multiple bandpass sampling digital receiver. In 
this scheme, the sampling rate of the ADC is much higher than the summation of the M times of 
the signal bandwidth. The local oscillator produces different local frequency for each RF channel. 
The receiver architecture is presented in detail, and the simulation of bandpass sampling of 
multiple signals and digital down conversion to baseband is given. The principle analysis and 
simulation results indicate the effectiveness of the new proposed receiver. 
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The history of smart antenna techniques may 
retrospect to 60’s last century[1]. In the last decade, the 
technology was introduced in the area of mobile 
communications to increase the capacity and the 
services quality. The smart antenna can recognize and 
track the signal of a particular mobile user while 
suppressing jamming signals. This can be achieved by 
forming a beam towards the mobile user and 
generating nulls to interferers. With the development 
of digital signal processors (DSP) and high speed 
analog to digital converters (ADC), the age for smart 
antenna with digital beamforming (DBF) is coming. 
DBF is a marriage between antenna technology and 
digital signal processing technology. 

In conventional M-element array receiving system, 
the received signals are detected and digitized at the 
element level. Each element has its own radio 
frequency/intermediate frequency (RF/IF) channel and 
ADC. High speed ADC needs large power 
consumption. Therefore, the hardware expense and 
power consumption is approximately proportional to 
the number of elements. Many efforts have been made 
to reduce the repetitive portion in DBF receiving 
system[2-3]. In Ref.[2], Fredrick, et al. proposed a 
spatial multiplexing scheme to reduce the hardware 
requirements for the smart antenna system with DBF. 

However, this system only offers M times reduction in 
RF hardware for an M-element array receiver. There 
are no reductions to the IF or baseband hardware and 
the ADCs.  

In this paper, we propose a new DBF receiver 
architecture based on bandpass sampling of multiple IF 
signals[4]. The new approach is proposed to reduce the 
required multiple analog IF channels and ADCs to one. 
By combining signal in analog domain and dividing 
signal in digital domain, the hardware requirements of 
the proposed system is reduced drastically while with 
good performance. 

1 Fundamental of DBF 
1.1 Signal Model and Beamforming 

Consider a uniformly spaced linear array which 
has M elements to be used for receiving the Q signals 

( ),   1,2, ,is k i Q= L . The received signals of all 
elements can be expressed as follows: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )k k k= +X A θ S N          (1) 

where  is the array output vector, is the 
array propagation matrix,  represents the vector 
of the received signals, and  is the noise vector: 

( )kX ( )A θ
( )kS

(kN )
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1 2( ) [ ( ), ( ), , ( )]Mk x k x k x k= LX  

T
1 2( ) [ ( ), ( ), , ( )]Qk s k s k s k= LS  

T
1 2( ) [ ( ), ( ), , ( )]Qa a aθ θ θ= LA θ  

T
1 2[ , , , ]Qθ θ θ= Lθ  

T
1 2( ) [ ( ), ( ), , ( )]Mk n k n k n k= LN n k n k= LN   

The signal sources and noise waveforms are 
assumed to be statistically independent. Then the data 
covariance matrix has the form: 

The signal sources and noise waveforms are 
assumed to be statistically independent. Then the data 
covariance matrix has the form: 

H{ ( ) ( )}X E k k= =R X X H{ ( ) ( )}X E k k= =R X X   
H H H{ ( ) ( )} { ( ) ( )}E k k E k k+ =A S S A N NH H H{ ( ) ( )} { ( ) ( )}E k k E k k+ =A S S A N N   

H 2
s nσ+AR A IH 2
s nσ+AR A I                     (2)                     (2) 

where where H{ ( ) ( )}s
H{ ( ) ( )}s E k k=R S S . 

The output of the beamformer is an estimate of 
the desired signal and is given by 

H( ) ( )y k k= W X             (3) 

Using the minimum variance distortionless 
response optimization criterion[5] to choose the weights, 
the estimation error variance is minimized subject to a 
distortionless constraint. The weights are found from 
the solution to 

Hmin XW
W R W              (4) 

subject to  
H

0( ) 1θ =A W              (5) 

where 0θ is the direction of arrival of desired signal. 
The weights are given by 

1 H
0

H 1
0 0

( )
( ) ( )

N

N

θ
θ θ

−

−=
R a

W
a R a

         (6) 

1.2 Conventional DBF Receiver 

In DBF, the operations of phase shifting and 
amplitude scaling for each antenna element and sum 
for all elements are done digitally. Either 
general-purpose DSP’s or ASIC’s (application specific 
integrated circuit) beamforming chips are used to 
compute the weights. 

Fig.1 shows the block diagram of conventional 
DBF receiver. It consists of a set of antenna elements, 
RF mixers, I/Q demodulators, ADCs, and digital 
processors. All RF mixers and ADCs share common 
oscillators so that they all produce identical phase 
shifts of the signal. Each ADC’s baseband digital 
output is multiplied by the complex weight for its 
antenna element, and the results are summed to 

produce the output signal of beamformer with 
directional properties. Fig.2 shows the radiation pattern 
of 4-element uniform linear array, where the antennas 
beam is steered towards the angle of 10 degrees. 
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Fig.1 Block diagram of conventional receiver for DBF 

 
Fig.2 Radiation pattern of 4-element uniform linear array 

2 Bandpass Sampling of Multiple 
Signals 
The signals from the antenna elements are 

amplified, down-converted, filtered, and digitized to 
form the digital signals. These signals in digital 
domain are combined to form a desired beam pattern 
that directs the wanted user. In modern radar and 
communication systems, it is a goal to put the ADC as 
close as possible to the antenna. Bandpass sampling is 
the technique of undersampling, and it may be a 
solution for these applications by using a sampling rate 
of only slightly larger than twice the signal bandwidth 
instead of twice the maximum signal frequency. Fig.3 
shows the allowed and disallowed (shaded areas in the 
diagram) uniform sampling rates vs. the band 
position[6]. 

Now the high speed ADCs can sample the signal 
at RF/IF band, and the sampling rate is much higher 
than the bandwidth of the interested signal. It is 
possible to sample N signals using only one ADC. The 
process of bandpass sampling is to sample a signal at 
an RF/IF stage and frequency conversion to the first 
Nyquist zone through aliasing intentionally. 
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Fig.3 The acceptable sampling rate versus the signal 
band position 

The Nyquist criterion determines the required 
sampling rate and locates Nyquist sampling zones. The 
first Nyquist zone locates at the frequency band 
between DC and , and the second Nyquist zone 

locates at the frequency band between and 

/ 2sF

/ 2sF sF , 
and so on. The Nth Nyquist zone is calculated by: 

/ 2z sN NF=               (7) 
where Nz is the upper limit of the Nth Nyquist Zone, N 
is an integer greater than or equal to 1, and Fs is the 
sampling frequency. 

The spectrum in the odd Nyquist zones (1st, 3rd, 
etc.) is a correct representation of the spectrum of the 
sampled signal. While the spectrum in the even 
Nyquist zones (2nd, 4th, etc.) represents an inverted 
spectrum of the sampled signal. Practical operation of 
ADCs is limited by the analog input bandwidth and 
maximum sampling rate. The IF Sampling refers to 
sampling a signal other than in the 1st Nyquist zone. 
When we design sampling scheme, we must put the 
signal bandwidth within one Nyquist zone which is 
odd numbered. 

Bandpass sampling of multiple distinct signals 
can receive N signals in a significantly narrower 
bandwidth than that of the basic Nyquist sampling[5]. 
The spectra of N sampled signals are aliased back into 
the first Nyquist zone. This technique enables the RF 
front end to include distinct signals, which may have 
several Nyquist zones in the RF band.  

The sampling rate of multiple signal bandpass 
sampling is constrained by the following formula:  

IF0 /sF B< − 2                (8) 

IF / 2 / 2s sF B F+ <              (9) 

1
IF1 IF2| |

2
2s sB B

F F
+

− ≥           (10) 

where FIF is the signal frequency at IF, Bs is the signal 
bandwidth.  

For N distinct signals, the constraints is expressed 
by 8

7
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4

F s
/B
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1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9 
Fc/Bs 

IF IF| |
2
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p q

B B
F F

+
− ≥

q

a

, 

for 2,3, , ;  1,2, ,p N q= =L L       (11) 

For multiple signals, the constraints Eqs.(8)~(11) 
must be met. It is a key issue to select the sampling 
rate for multiple signal bandpass sampling.  

 10

3 New DBF Receiver 
The structure of receiver affects the performance 

of a DBF array greatly. In the early days, the analog 
down-conversion and baseband sampling receiver was 
used in the DBF system. With development of ADC 
and DSP, digital receiver is adopted for DBF 
applications. Conventional multi-channel digital 
receiver for DBF systems consists of tens or even 
hundreds of single channel digital receivers. Fig.1 
illustrates a simple block diagram of a multi-channel 
digital receiver for DBF system. Every antenna array 
cell correspond to a single channel digital receiver, the 
ideal performance of these single digital receivers is 
required to have high similarity in order to provide 
digital beam-forming processor a high gain and phase 
consistency channels. DBF processor exploits 
appropriate algorithm to get the weight vector for the 
desired beam pattern. This receiver structure needs M 
RF&IF channels and M ADCs. 
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Fig.4 Block diagram of new receiver for DBF 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.5 Quadrature digital down converter 
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Since the receivers are a significant factor in 
determining the cost of a receiving DBF system, it is 
necessary to design a low cost receiver to meet 
performance requirements. Fig.4 illustrates the block 
diagram of proposed digital receiver for DBF systems. 
The signals from each antenna array cell are converted 
and combined to one channel signal in RF frequency 
by bandpass sampling of multiple signals. The 
combined signals are sampled by only one ADC. The 
output of ADC is converted into baseband signals by 
the digital down converters (DDC). The block diagram 
of DDC is shown in Fig.5. This structure has better 
gain and phase consistency between channels than the 
conventional one. This receiver structure needs M RF 
channels, one IF channel and ADC. The key issues in 
the design are the sampling frequency selection and the 
modulated RF carrier. 

4 System Principles and Simulation 
Consider a uniformly spaced linear array which is 

used for receiving the desired signal ( )s t . If the 
desired signal arrives at the array with an angle dθ , 
then the output of the ith element of the linear array is 

2πj ( 1) sin
( ) ( )e ( )di d

i ix t s t n t
θ

λτ
−

= − +     (12) 

where 0j( ) ( )e t
Bs t s t ω= , ( )Bs t  is baseband signal, 0ω  

is the center frequency, τ is the wave propagation time 
delay of the elements to the reference element,  
is the noise of the ith element, and d is the element 
spacing. For narrow-band signal, the complex 
envelope satisfies the equation 

( )in t

)][ ( )] [ (en s t en s t τ≈ − , 
where  stands for taking complex envelope.  [ ]en ⋅

The output frequency of each element is shifted to 
a different IF carrier by the analog down converter. 
The carrier is determined by the criterion which 
presented in Section 2. The proposed receiver 
combines the outputs of appropriate number elements 
by the power combiner. The combiner output is then 
given by 

j

1
( ) ( )e i

N t
c i

i
x t x t ω

=
∑= =  

2πj( ( 1) sin )

1
( ( )e ( ))d iN i d t

i
i

s t n
θ ω

λ
− +

=
∑ + t    (13) 

The combined signal is then sampled and 
quantized in ADC to get the digitized signal. The 
digitized signal using the spectrum aliasing of 

bandpass sampling makes the receiving signal of each 
element lie in one Nyquist zone. The data from the 
ADC then input to the parallel DDCs. There is the 
same number of DDCs as the antenna array elements. 
The DDC shifts the corresponding array element’s 
center frequency down to 0 Hz and produce a 
quadrature baseband (I and Q component) output. The 
output is then filtered by a low pass digital filter at a 
low sample rate and can be used to represent each 
array element signal: 

2πj ( 1) sin
( ) ( )e ( ) j ( )di d

i Bx n s n I n Q n
θ

λ
−

= = −     (14) 

For DBF, the complex baseband signals derived 
by the proposed DBF receiver are multiplied by the 
complex weights, which apply the phase shifting and 
amplitude scaling required for each antenna element. 

In order to verify the system principle analysis, a 
MATLAB computer simulation is developed. Four 
antenna array elements and linear frequency modulated 
signal which weighted by a Hanning window are used 
in the simulation. The noise is white and Gaussian. The 
signal to noise ratio is . The simulation result of 
bandpass sampling of 4 distinct signals is shown in 
Fig.6. The output of DDC and lowpass filter for each 
channel is shown in Fig.7. The output data of these 
four channels will make the received vector for the 
DBF processor. 
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Fig.6 Bandpass sampling of 4 distinct signals 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.7 Spectrum of the output of digital down converter 
and low pass digital filter 
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The simulation results indicate that the proposed 
receiver architecture is effective and practical. At the 
same time, the amount of hardware is reduced 
considerably. 

5 Conclusions 
A new type of receiver architecture for smart 

antenna with DBF is proposed in this paper. A 
four-element array receiver has been prototyped to 
illustrate the new architecture. The prototype based on 
the bandpass sampling of multiple distinct signals is 
validated through MATLAB simulation. This new 
receiver will reduce the cost and power consumption 
of a DBF antenna array system considerably while 
remaining high performance. The new receiver will 
find its practical application in the implementation of 
DBF antenna systems. 
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